To: Joint Steering Committee for Development of RDA

From: Judith A. Kuhagen, JSC Secretary

Subject: Proposed revision to Glossary definition of vocal score

The text below reflects changes to RDA content from 6JSC/CCC/1/rev and decisions made by the JSC during subsequent discussions via email and a conference call.

**Chorus Score**

A score of a work for solo voices and chorus showing only the parts for chorus, at least in those portions of the work in which the chorus sings, with the instrumental accompaniment either arranged for keyboard(s) or other chordal instruments(s) or omitted.

**Vocal Score ▼**

**Vocal Score**

A score showing all vocal parts, with the instrumental accompaniment either arranged for keyboard(s) or other chordal instrument(s) or omitted.

**Choral Score ▼**